
When You’re Here, You’re At Home 

Effie and George welcome you to Effie’s, Perth’s finest Victorian Tearoom, 
where we pride ourselves on providing a high standard of service and 
producing our quality food and home baking on the premises. 

All of our produce is locally sourced; our meats are supplied by 4th generation 
Beaton Lindsay Butchers, and our delicious salad dressing comes from 
Summer Harvest in Crieff; our coffee beans are roasted daily in Perth by 
John in The Bean Shop, all our vegetables come from Peter Martin Fruit 
Bazaar who have been supplying veg to the city for almost 100 years, and our 
fish is supplied from 4th generation George Campbell Fishmonger, landing 
haddock at Arbroath for over 100 years.  Our crisps come from local carse 
potato supplied by Mackie’s.  Our  jam strawberries are grown outside and 
have the taste of old fashioned  jam, that your Gran used to make!

We look forward to seeing you time and time again! 

You may come as a customer, but return as a friend.

Effie
(Proprietor) 

Effie’s
of

Perth



Speciality Teas 
Served the proper way, in a silver teapot with fine bone china teacups.

 £2.25 

English Breakfast

 

English Breakfast Decaffeinated 

Traditional Afternoon 

 

Earl Grey

  

Lady Grey 

Darjeeling 

Camomile 

Assam
  

Lapsang Souchong 

Chai



 Herbal & Fruit Teas
Served the proper way, in a silver teapot with fine bone china teacups.

 £2.25 

Peppermint 
What’s your favourite after dinner mint? Ours is a steaming cup of pure 

Peppermint Tea. Made with only the finest Peppermint leaves. 

Lemon and Ginger 
Ginger- the knobbly spice has been used for all kinds of things. We like it best 

when it’s blended with the taste of Lemon and steeped in hot water .

Lemon Trio
This delicious blend is full of lemon zest.  The sweet, clean scent of  

lemon verbena  with zesty lemon peel & lemon grass, blended together 
to create a tangy fresh tasting lemon infusion.

Blackcurrant and Blueberry
A delicious new infusion bursting with the mouth-watering flavours of 
blackcurrants and juicy blueberries.  The sweet tang of lusciously plump 
blackcurrants lifts the blueberry flavour to create a super fruity blend.

Raspberry & Peach
A fruity & light distillation balancing sweet peach with tangy raspberry. 

 

Red Bush
An aromatic drink made from the Rooibos plant, grown only in the Western Cape 

of South Africa.  Ideal as a caffeine free alternative to your everyday cuppa.



Cranberry & Blood Orange
Slice into a Spanish Sanguinello blood orange and you will see your very 

own sunset - glowing red, crimson & gold.  We have paired this with 
the tang of cranberries - creating a blend that’s positively basking in the 

sunshine, while still being mouth-wateringly crisp & refreshing.

St Clements 
A delightful tangy infusion blended with orange & lemon flavours - just like 

the old nursery rhyme!  The bright orange notes work in harmony 
with the sharpness of the lemon flavour, creating a 

vibrant blend with a refreshing taste. 

Apple & Pear
A delicious and mellow infusion with the fruity taste of sweet pear & apples.  

Ideal for a caffeine free fruit alternative.

Cranberry & Raspberry 
This tea brings the best taste of both delicious fruits - the tart sweetness of the 
cranberries balanced with the gentle tang of the raspberries - and a touch of the 

fragrant elderflower.  The result is a delightfully lively infusion, 
bursting with the taste of summer.

Very Berry
A refreshing and fruity tasting infusion with a mouth-watering berry burst.  

Ideal as a caffeine free fruity alternative.


